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drawing from the colonies those wants [tic] which it will either nse itself
or again export. And in general, whenever a decision must be made-
between foreigners and the colonists, the State will seek to secure the
advantage of the Utter "—sentences which connect themselves with cer-
tain problems of the present time.

W. R. SCOTT.

Kant and His Philosophical Revolution ("The World's Epoch Makers").
By Prof. R. M. WBNLBT, D.Phil., D.Sc, LittD., L1YD. Edin-
burgh : T. & T. Clark, 1910. Pp. vii, 302.

Prof. Wenley has equipped himself for his work by extensive reading,
and shows painstaking thoroughness in his treatment of Kant's biographi-
cal and literary history. If I remember rightly, Paulsen rejected the
evidence in favour of Kant's Scottish parentage. Dr. Wenley hesitates
to believe that Hans Kandt, grandfather of the philosopher, was a Soot,
but is quite prepared to find that Richard. Han's father, was one of the
numerous Scottish emigrants who settled in East Prussia. It is a merit
in this book that so much attention has been devoted to Kant's scientific
studies, which are not so well known to the general reader. No one can
be a constructive, systematic philosopher without a competent knowledge
of Science ; and if we are sometimes inclined to think that Kant is beat-
ing the air with meaningless language, it is good to recall his scientific
achievements. But, as Dr. Wenley remarks, the philosophical interest
was present to Kant throughout, the limits being hardly defined between
Soienoe and Philosophy in his time. Instructed in the doctrines of
Rationalism, he was fortunate in having for a master Martin Knutzen,
who showed himself capable of being a critic as well as a professed dis-
ciple of Wolff. Kant was thus initiated into the real world of Newton,
and by his own speculative insight outstripped him in the application of
his principles. In his great book, the Natural History and Theory of the
Heaven*, he explains the origin of the entire universe, and not simply the
solar system, on mechanical principles.

Dr. Wenley enters with some minuteness into the historical setting of
Kant's scientific work. But his style is unhappy, and when he comes to
the doctrinal part it becomes still harder to be appreciative. I should
not " let the cat out of the tag " in a serious book. But apart from
style, there is no real attempt at sympathetic understanding of the
author's meaning. I have read the great part of the work twice over to
ensure a fair judgment, and though I have read many important books
on Kant, I confess that I can hardly understand what Dr. Wenley has
written. Were it not for the thoroughness he has shown in preparation,
one would be forced to say that he is guilty of mental flippancy. He
seems to have stood in his own way by taking too seriously the analytical
form of Kant's exposition. Surely it is not correct to say that, in the
Analytic, Kant assumes "that sense supplies definite objects which, in
turn, understanding rationalises into groups". In a note to the first
edition Kant explicitly claims superiority over former psychologists,
because they believed that sense in its reoaptivity was able to unify im-
pressions into objects (Hartenstein, iii., p. 679, Nachtrdge aus der ertten
Autyabe). Again, it is true that in the Principles of Pure Understand-
ing, Kant "presents the inexpugnable unity of mind and sense," but I
do not see how " the tortuous processes of the Schematism . . . become
Huperfluous " (p. 194). We have only to remember that the proof in the
Analogies turns wholly upon time, the all-important space-factor being
only covertly acknowledged, and also that the schemata, in Kant's own
words, Are all of them " in someway relative to time " (Watson, p. 90).
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When we put these two facts together, it is hard to see how Schematism
disappears. What U Causality but the Schema of the Permanent in
Time? And it is quite gratuitous to say that "the original separation
between sense and the forms of conception, while it may hold for a theory
of Knowledge, cannot be predicated of knowledge itself," and that,
therefore, Schematism is superfluous (p. 198). It could only be in
theory that Kant entertained the distinction, otherwise Knowledge
would be impossible, and he should have had to ask the illicit question,
Is Knowledge possible at all ? Schematism is not nearly so unimportant
as Dr. Wenley thinks, and is much more than a contingent psychological
element in the theory of knowledge.

It is to be regretted that Dr. Wenley has not used the same care in
writing as in preparation. The bibliographies which head the chapters
are extremely valuable.

R. A. C. MACHILLAH.

The " Perceptive Problem" in the dGathetie Appreciation of Simple-
Colour-Combinations. By EDWARD BCIAOTOH. [From the Cam-
bridge Psychological Laboratory.]

Object of experiments : (1) To find out to what extent " Perceptive
Types" discovered in previous experiments with single colours, are
traceable in the appreciation <>i colour-combinations. The types had
been described as (a) Objective: These subjects characterised colours aa
"pure," "washy," " unusual," etc. (6) Physiological—colours described,
as "cheering," "depressing," "restful, etc. (e) Character Type—colours,
"friendly," "morbid," "refined," eto. (d) Associative Type—colours,
suggest objects and these associations affect the aesthetic judgment. All,
these types found among the forty subjects, Physiological and character-
types being much the most numerous. " Objective " attitude is regarded:
by author as extra-testhetic. "Highest" type is the Character, then.
Physiological, Associative attitude being lowest from esthetic point of
view, though genetically it is a side development from the physiological,
which is the '^original and fundamental" attitude. Under unfavourable
conditions a subject of a given type may revert to the next lower type.

(2) Further object of experiments, to discover criteria of judgments as
to combinations of colours. The colours were offered in pairs for con-
sideration. The following criteria were discovered, the total number of
cases of the use of each criterion being given in brackets :—

1. Conscious Unification [38], and Dissociation [60].
2. Implicit Dissociation.

(a) Balance of saturation or luminosity [66].
(6) Balance of physiological effects [182].
e) Compensation of physiological effects [156].
a) Compensation of character [63].
«) Dislike of one colour makes the combination unpleasant [108J-
h Liking of one colour makes the combination pleasant [15].
g) One colour "spoils" the other [391

(A) One colour improves the other [52].
3. Colours are liked singly, but disliked together [29].
4. Colours are disliked singly, but liked together [10].
6. Affinity.'

(a) Presence of a common element [60].
(6) Harmony of shades of the same tone [113].

6. Consonance and Dissonance [78].
Physiological and Objective Types alone show 2 o, 6, c, e, f, y, h ; 6 a, 6,.

the last three being shown especially by " Objectives ".
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